Abstract:

By the 1850s London had evolved into the primary location in the broader European market for antiques and curiosities. The London trade, the dealers and their antique and curiosity shops, were an important nexus in the supply of historical objects. It was through these new spaces of commercial exchange that historical material was woven into new and distinctive patterns of consumption.

Within London, Wardour Street in particular was invested with discrete social and functional connotations. Wardour Street attracted scores of dealers and a number of significant collectors, such as Ralph Bernal (c.1783-1854), regularly undertook pilgrimage to this important site. Descriptions of Wardour Street consistently appear in contemporary accounts of the antique and curiosity shop, it figures in trade literature, descriptive reports of visitors to London and is a constant presence in letters and exchanges between dealers and collectors. Indeed, by the 1850s Wardour Street had become a metonym for the antique and curiosity trade itself, with assessments of its identity oscillating between its pragmatic benefit to collectors as a primary source of authentic historical material and its problematic status as a signer for the spurious and the inauthentic, exemplifying the tension between the objectives of the collector seeking the legitimate object and the problematic associations that often arose as a result of the commercial mode of acquisition.
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